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Abstract

A study of the Trailblazer vehicle inlet was conducted

using the GASP code for flight Mach numbers ranging
from 4-12. Both perfect gas and finite rate chemical

analysis were performed with the intention of making

detailed comparisons between the two results. Inlet

performance was assessed using total pressure recovery

and kinetic energy efficiency. These assessments were
based upon a one-dimensional stream-thrust-average of

the axisymetric flowfield. Flow visualization was utilized
to examine the detailed shock structures internal to this

mixed-compression inlet. Kinetic energy efficiency
appeared to be the least sensitive to differences between

the perfect gas and finite rate chemistry results. Total

pressure recovery appeared to be the most sensitive

discriminator between the perfect gas and finite rate

chemistry results for flight Mach numbers above Mach 6.
Adiabatic wall temperature was consistently

overpredicted by the perfect gas model for flight Mach

numbers above Mach 4. The predicted shock structures

were noticeably different for Mach numbers from 6-12.
At Mach 4, the perfect gas and finite rate chemistry

models collapse to the same result.

Introduction

NASA is presently studying several advanced propulsion

systems that promise to provide affordable access to
space. The John H. Glenn Research Center is focusing on

the development and demonstration of several low-risk

approaches to Air-Breathing Launch Vehicle
technologies. One concept, known as the Trailblazer

spacecraft, is based upon Rocket Based Combined Cycle

(RBCC) propulsion. A three view schematic is shown in

figure 1. Vehicle propulsion is the critical technology
for the Trailblazer program. However, design simplicity

is the key attribute. Therefore, a nearly axisymmetric

engine design has been created. Structural and

analytical simplicity results, as shown in figures I and 2.

The mission for Trailblazer is access to space. An

accelerating, trans-atmospheric trajectory places large

demands upon an air-breathing propulsion system. In

particular, the compression system must function

effectively across a large operating range. The RBCC

concept considered here is defined by four separate
modes in a single-stage-to-orbit configuration. First, the

engine functions with the rocket ignited in the

Independent Ramjet Stream (IRS) cycle: of operation
(mode I). Then the rocket engine is switched off and

subsonic combustion is present in the ramjet (mode 2).

As the vehicle continues to accelerate, supersonic

combustion occurs in the scramjet (mode 3). The rocket

is eventually re-ignited (mode 4) for the final ascent into
orbit in an all-rocket configuration. Further details on the

operation of this propulsion cycle are available in

reference 1. The Trailblazer compression system is

primarily based upon the translating centerbody inlet

design. A small amount of initial compression from the
vehicle forebody is developed as well. An analysis of this

forebody compression is addressed in the previous work
of reference 3.

Analysis of the Trailblazer inlet performance involved

three closely related efforts. First. a series of numerical
simulations were conducted, based upon the calorically

perfect gas assumption'. This effort constituted the initial

design and analysis phase. Flight Mach numbers from

[0.5-12.0] were examined for a variety of translating

spike positions. Next, a second series of numerical
simulations were conducted using finite rate chemical

kinetics models (FRC), and equilibrium thermodynamic

assumptions. This effort concentrated upon the
hypersonic flight conditions in order to quantify the
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aerothermodynamic effects upon the Trailblazer inlet
performance predictions. Axisymmetric calculations

were executed. The present work is a documentation of

this second series of numerical simulations. Finally, an

eight- percent scale model of the Trailblazer inlet was

fabricated. Testing is currently underway in the NASA
Glenn l'xl" supersonic wind tunnel. Inlet performance

data will be gathered for a Mach number range of [2.5-

6.0]. Together. these three coordinated efforts will help

to quantify the inlet performance, which in turn will be

used to further optimize the flight trajectory, cycle
analysis and flowpath design.

A series of axisymetric FRC simulations were executed

with the General Aerodynamic Simulation Program

(GASP) to assess the compression performance as a
function of flight Mach number for a nominal Trailblazer

trajectory during hypersonic flight. Mach numbers

ranged from [4.0-12.0], while the altitude spanned

[62kft-114kft]. Additionally. a series of perfect gas (PG)
simulations were executed with the same flow solver at

the same flow conditions and meshes to permit direct

comparisons between these numerical modeling

assumptions. This comparison will be used in future
analyses to determine which level of aerothermodynamic

modeling is required for more intensive three-

dimensional CFD analysis.

Governing Assumptions
For the purposes of this study, axisynunetric analysis was
deemed sufficient. The three-dimensional effects of the

flowpath endwalls will be addressed in a future study, in
conjunction with the atbrementioned supersonic wind
tunnel tests. The flow at station one is assumed to have

traversed the forebody shock, and re-expanded to the
freestream static pressure. The total temperature is

assumed to remain constant across the forebody shock

wave. The freestream and total conditions specified at
station one for this study are given in table 1. As shown
earlier in reference 3, this is a conservative estimate of

overall compression performance, but suffices for the
axisymmetric flows simulated herein. The simulations

for Mach 6, 8, 10, and 12 were performed with an inlet

configured to yield a contraction ratio of 16. The
simulations for Mach 4 were conducted at contraction

ratio of 8. The computational domain extended from just
forward of station #1. downstream to the inlet throat at

station #2. The inlet throat is defined by the downstream

lacing step. visible in figure 2. This discontinuous area

distribution was designed to isolate the forward portion
of the inlet from the pressure changes of the combustor,

and provide a location for axial fuel injection. The
calculations of reference 3 have demonstrated that the

flowfield upstream of the throat was unaffected by

changes in the combustor region backpressure. Thus the

numerical domain for the present study has been
truncated at station #2.

The performance data presented below were based upon

a one-dimensional stream thrust averaging of the
axisymmetric solution. Riggins and McClinton _ have

presented the details of applying this averaging

procedure to FRC calculations. Once the one

dimensional flow average has been computed, it can be
compared to a reference condition in order to assess the

compression system performance. For the present work,

we have chosen to present the performance in terms of

the total pressure recovery ('P°-'/ ") and kinetic energy
/ Po+)

efficiency(r/k_ ). For the PG simulations, one can

compute the reference stagnation and expansion states

directly from the stream thrust averaged state. However,
for the FRC simulations, we have applied the Chemical

Equilibrium with Applications (CEA) code of Gordon

and McBride _ to compute first the local chemical

equilibrium condition, then the isentropic equilibrium
stagnation condition, and finally the isentropic

equilibrium expansion to the freestream pressure
condition.

Numerical Modeling
The flow solver GASP v3.2' from Aerosoft, Inc.

was used to conduct the analysis. The solver was

configured to the following specifications:

• Third-order-accurate upwind biased scheme

• Van Albada limiting strategy

• Two-factor ADI algorithm

• Roe's approximate Reimann solver

• Low Re1 k-oturbulence model

• Kang and Dunn model _ for the chemical
kinetics

• Thermodynamic equilibrium assumed for

translational, rotational, and vibrational energy
modes

The mesh was developed with Gridgen + software from

Pointwise, Inc. The mesh consisted of 300 cells axially

by 45 cells radially. The numerical domain covered a

region forward of the inlet spike tip down through the
inlet throat section. The surfaces of the inlet were

modeled by a no-slip adiabatic wall boundary condition.

The freestream was fixed as supersonic inflow: the

outflow at the throat was fixed as an extrapolation
condition. The simulations of Mach 4 and Mach 6

indicated that the inlet spilled a portion of the flow

compressed by the centerbody. The upper boundary,
forward of the cowl, must account for the exiting of a
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subsonicradialcomponentof flow.Thisboundarywas
modeledasaRiemannoutflowcondition.FortheMach
8throughMach12conditions,nospillingoccurredand
thisboundarywasfixedatthefreestreamcondition.

AnadditionalcalculationwasperformedfortheMach10
FRCsimulationona finemeshconsistingof 600cells
axially by 90 cells radiallyto assessthe mesh
dependenceof theresults.Thecomparativeanalysis
revealedthatthestandardmeshandfinemeshresults
wereessentiallythesame.Table2 showsthestream
thrustaverageddataat station#2.Noticethatthetotal
pressurerecoverydataagreeto within0.2%.Thuswe
feltconfidentthatthestandardmeshwasof sufficient
sizeto yieldagridindependentsolutionfor thestream
thrustaverageddata.

ofcompressionsystemperformance_. Otherfactorsthat
complicatethiscomparisonbetweenPGandFRCtotal
pressurerecoveryinvolvethedifficultyof stagnating
hypersonicflows.Thedifferencesbetweenthereference
stagnationstatesusingthePGandchemicalequilibrium
assumptionscanbesignificant.Finally,considerthatan
extraentropyincreaseis unavoidableduringthestep
fromastreamthrustaveragedchemicalnon-equilibrium
stateto chemicalequilibriumatthesamepressureand
temperature.Notwithstandingtheseobservations,the
dataof figure4indicatetwospecificconclusions:1)the
FRCandPGresultscollapseto thesamevaluesat a
Machnumberof 4, 2) thedifferencein compression
performancebetweenthe FRCand PGresultswas
exaggeratedby the total pressurerecoveryand
minimizedbythekineticenergyefficiency.

Results
The experimentalmatrix consistedof two
aerothermodynamicmodelcalculationsat 5 different
flight conditions.The flight condition data shown in

table 1 are representative of the vehicle trajectories

studied to date. Compression system performance has
been presented both in terms of total pressure recovc6 _

and kinetic energy efficiency. Both of these measures

relied upon an integral result of the inlet flowfield at the

throat. However, adiabatic wall temperature also

presented another interesting comparison between the
two aerothermodynamic model results. All three

comparisons are presented below in table 1.

Graphical comparisons between the FRC and PG results
for total pressure recovery and kinetic energy efficiency

are shown in figure 3. Notice that the general trend of

decreasing inlet performance with increasing Mach
number was captured by both performance parameters

for the PG and FRC calculations. Another interesting

way to compare these results involved taking the ratio of
the PG and FRC performance parameters. This data is

displayed in figure 4 for both performance parameters

and the adiabatic wall temperature at the inlet throat.

Complete agreement between the PG and FRC data
would result in a ratio of 100%. This was observed for

all three curves of figure 4 at a Mach number of 4. Note

that total pressure recovery results agreed quite well for a

flight Mach number of 6 or lower. However, the results

diverge quickly above Mach 6, and by Mach 12, the PG
result has over-predicted the recovery by 42ck. The

kinetic energy efficiency was actually insensitive to the
differences between the FRC and PG results. Even at

Mach 12, the two results agreed to within 1%. This

apparent paradox underscores the difference in

sensitivity of these two compression performance

parameters for hypersonic flow. Heiser and Pratt discuss
this difference in sensitivity during a lengthy discussion

The adiabatic wall temperature at the throat was steadily

over-predicted by the PG mode above Mach 4, with a

25% error at Mach 12. A plot of the adiabatic wall

temperature as a function of axial location along the inlet
centerbody is shown in figure 5. It is clear that the

predicted heat load of the PG simulation will be

significantly over-predicted above Mach 4.

It is well known that for hypersonic flight analysis+ the

calorically perfect gas assumption will begin to break

down with temperatures that exceed the onset of
vibrational excitation. This occurs at approximately

1400R*. At temperatures of approximately 4500R+

oxygen molecules begin to dissociate, and by 7200R the

nitrogen will begin to dissociate. For our vehicle
trajectory, one would expect to encounter erroneous

stagnation temperatures at speeds above Mach 4.

However, the stream thrust averaging technique mixed
the hot boundary layer and relatively cool core flows

together so that at Mach 4, the adiabatic wall temperature

was approximately 500R hotter than the integrated
temperature of 1030R across theinlet throat. By Mach 6.

the adiabatic wall temperature and the stream thrust

averaged temperatures were 2723R and 1850R,

respectively. Thus, performance measures that rely upon
the integrated stream thrust average will not be expected

to reveal a significant difference between PG and FRC

perlbrmance until the average temperature rises into the

range of vibrational excitation. This appears to occur at
about Mach 6 for our trajectory.

The evidence of a boundary layer separation along the

centerbody is visible in the data of figure 5 for Mach
numbers 8, 10, and 12. The Mach number contours of

figure 6 depict this separation more clearly. This vehicle

" These temperature ranges are based upon an

equilibrium condition at a pressure of I atmosphere.
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wasdesignedtooperateforanascenttrajectory;thusthe
compressionsystemwasexpectedto operateoverthe
entireair-breathingportionof thetrajectory.However,
theinletwasdesignedfor a shockon lip at Mach6.
Figure6d)showsthatinletwasactuallyspillingslightly,
buttheshockemanatingfromthecowlwascancelledby
the local turningat thecenterbodywall. Fromthe
contoursoffigure6,youcanseethattheMach8,10,and
12flightconditionsareoverspedandresultin astrong
reflectedshockwavethatencountersthecenterbody
boundarylayerdownstreamofanexpansionregion.

The internalportionof thecompressionsystemis
dominatedby thepresenceof strong,reflectedshock
waves,as mightbe expected.Theseshockswere
revealedbestby imagingthenaturallogarithmof the
magnitudeof the densitygradient.This technique
producesanimagesimilarto theexperimentalSchlieren
technique.Figure7 revealsthelargestshockandshear
layer structuresthat were presentin the internal
flowfieldsfor theFRCsimulations.Noticeagainthat
whenthe shock-boundarylayerinteractionoccurred
downstreamof thecenterbodyexpansionregion,a large
separationregionresulted.Figure8 revealedsimilar
detailsabouttheperfectgassimulations,andpermitted
aninterestingcomparisonofthedetailedshockstructures
betweentheFRCandPGresults.

Notethat the shocktrainsof figure7 weremore
elongatedthantheir counterpartsof figure8. This
qualitativedifferencewasdiscerniblefor theresultsof
Mach6-12.Thiselongatedshocktrainindicatedthata
higherMach numberflow throughthe internal
compressionregionof theinletwaspresentfortheFRC
result,whencomparedtothePGresult.Indeed,theFRC
throatMachnumberof 2.52wassubstantiallygreater
thanthePGthroatMachnumberof 2.00,for theMach
12 flight condition.At Mach4, theresultsappeared
essentiallyidentical.This result indicatesthat the
accuratepredictionoflocalshockphenomena,including
boundarylayerseparationandconsequentheattransfer,
will necessitateFRC calculationsfor flight Mach
numberso1"6andabove.

Conclusions

Future CFD calculations are necessary during the

technology maturation phase of the Trailblazer vehicle
project. The present work can be used to discriminate

between two approaches to executing the CFD analysis:

the relatively inexpensive perfect gas simulation of

compressing air, and the more expensive and accurate
finite rate chemistry approach which incorporates the

equilibrium vibrational energy model.

I. Kinetic energy efficiency was not sensitive to
differences between the PG and FRC results for

flight Mach numbers in the range of 4-12.

2. Total pressure recovery was the most sensitive
discriminator between the PG and FRC results /'or

flight Mach numbers above Mach 6. For flight at or

below Mach 6, the total pressure recovery results

were nearly identical.

3. The PG model consistently overpredicted adiabatic
wall temperature for flight Mach numbers above 4.

This was expected with the breakdown of the

calorically perfect gas assumption. At Mach 4. the

temperature results are nearly identical; at Mach 12,

the temperature results differ by nearly 2000R.
4. Discernible differences were apparent in a

comparison of the shock structures of the PG and

FRC results for flight Mach numbers of 6 and above.

Accurate prediction of local shock phenomena,

including boundary layer separation and consequent
heat transfer will necessitate FRC simulations in this

Mach number range.

For the Trailblazer vehicle and trajectory presented,

Mach 4 corresponds to the flight condition at which the

boundary layer temperatures begin to reach levels that

exceed the range of validity for the calorically perfect
gas assumption. We expect this Mach number threshold

to apply to a wide variety of hypersonic inlet

configurations with similar trajectories.
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Table 1. Simulated flight conditions and performance results for the calorically perfect gas model (PG) and the finite rate
chemistry model (FRC) at five different points on the trajectory.

CFD

Model

PG

FRC

PG

FRC

PG

FRC

PG

FRC

PG

FRC

Flight Condition

Mach # AB#ude

4 62000

6 84110

8 96440

10 107100

12 114500

S_tmn

#1
Mach#

3.994

5.933

7.750

9.397

10.857

Po Recovery

P °°"_pol P%RC

66.5% 102%

65.4%

40.0% 103%

38.9%

16.0% 111%

14.3%

6.62% 126%

5.22%

3.31% 142%

2.32%

Kinetic Energy

Efficiency

_WLe P%RC

95.9% 101%

95.3%

94.9% 100%

94.8%

92.7% 100%

92.7%

91.7% 101%

90.8%

91.3% 101%

90.6%

Throat Temp.
At wall (R)

Twatl P%RC

1551 104%

1495

2956 109%

2723

4944 114%

4318

7314 119%

6158

9454 125%

7538

Table 2. Results of the mesh dependence study of the Mach 10 FRC simulation.

Mesh Dependence Analysis
Data at Station #2 Standard mesh result

Stream Thrust Averaged Pressure 2953.4 psf

Stream Thrust Averaged Temperature 3535.4 R

Stream Thrust Averaged Velocity 6670.2 fps

Total Pressure Recovery 5.22%

Fine mesh result A%

2900.7 psf
3518.1 R

6698.5 fps
5.21%

1.8%

0.5%

0.3%

0.2%
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Figure 1. Three view schematic of the Trailblazer vehicle.
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Figure 2. Cut-away view of the Trailblazer engine.
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Figure 3. Perfect Gas (PG) to Finite Rate Chemistry (FRC) performance comparisons for Mach 4-12 flight.
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Figure 6. Mach number contours: (a) Mach 12, (b) Mach 10, (c) Mach 8, (d) Mach 6, and (e) Mach 4. Note the shock

induced flow separations along the centerbody for Mach 8-12.
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Figure 7. Numerical Schlieren images of the FRC simulations: (a) Mach 12, (b) Mach 10, (c) Mach 8, (d) Mach 6,

and (e) Mach 4. Note the complex reflecting shock structures internal to this mixed compression inlet.
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Figure 8. Numerical Schlieren images of the PG simulations: (a) Mach 12, (b) Mach 10, (c) Mach 8, (d) Mach 6.
and (e) Mach 4. Note the differences between the previous images of figure 6 for Mach Numbers 6-10. The

multiple reflected shock angles of this image appear to be steeper by comparison.
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